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ABOUT THIS REPORT
The DRT Career Report is designed as tool for professional growth. It enables you to make better decisions in relation to your
career by broadening your understanding of your personality, how that shapes your behavior at work, and subsequently how
that could affect your overall work performance. Unlike conventional personality or behavioral assessment tools that tell you
what you already know about yourself, the DRT Career Report emphasizes on your career options: how you could maximize
your career opportunities. It makes reference to your personality and work behavior, and compares the type of jobs, functions
and industries that best fits with your personality profile.

THE IDEA BEHIND THE DRT SYSTEM
The quality of your decisions can make or break the change you ultimately seek in your
career. Better career decisions come from knowing the CAREER OPTIONS that you
have at any given point in time. If the quality or number of options is limited, you can't
possibly make 'better' decisions.

THE MECHANICS OF THE DRT CAREER PROFILING SYSTEM
The DRT or Decision Referential Technology refers to the system developed by Joey
Yap Research International, designed to help people make better decisions in life by
analyzing personality. It traces its roots to the principle fundamentals of the ancient time
tested system of Chinese Astrology (BaZi), which has evolved over the years to become
simpler and more applicable in today's workforce context. It is a powerful and accurate
system that has had proven success and efficacy throughout the course of Chinese history. The findings are based on a
science of complex calculations and intricate theories, and involve more than typical animal sign predictions. More information
is available at www.drtprofile.com.

HOW YOU WILL BENEFIT FROM THIS REPORT

HOW YOUR REPORT IS ORGANIZED
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Your Profile indicates that you are something of a social butterfly. You are articulate, intelligent, glamorous and born to
stand out. You enjoy being the center of attention and indeed, others are happy for you to take it as you entertain them
with good humor, social grace and talents. You are likely to have a reputation for looking sharp as you pay close
attention to your grooming and fashion. The special people in your life as of the utmost importance to you and you put
their well being first at all times.

You are charming, gregarious and lovely. You are uniquely popular on a social level with your combination of physical
attractiveness and sharp intellect. In addition, you are creative, witty and fun to be around with an easy going
persuasive personality. You also have a great sense of humour and often make others smile.
On occasion your restless, power hungry nature may result in a sharp, frank attitude towards others which may be
irritating. As you are ambitious and driven you may seem picky in such situations but any offence caused is
unintentional and you seek to build rapport with your amicable nature.

You are attractive, astute and sharp. You are a true visionary with a natural flair for leadership, respected and admired
for your power. You are greatly respected by many who see you as a remarkable and compelling individual.
You are intuitive, inventive and original. You are your most fulfilled when you are taking risks and allow your creative
spirit to flow. You regularly feel compelled to take action and often feel that time is of the essence. You are constantly
seizing the opportunities presented to you and possess the ability to turn around even hopeless situations into a
successful outcome.
You are hardworking. competitive and disciplined, willing to face challenges head on. With your independent streak
success is assured but you will do what is necessary to get there. You have an effortless ability to attract wealth into
your life and always follow your intuition to accumulate it. Financial management is essential for longterm success,
however.
In addition, you are spontaneous and impulsive yet disciplined with a virtuous outlook. You should be aware that your
broadminded nature means you spread your energies in many directions which can distract you from your focus. With
your strong intuition you can learn to apply your efforts effectively and take your success even further. A firm foundation
is essential for this and you should work to achieve it.
While you are undoubtedly successful, you do not always take constructive criticism well which leads you to make
mistakes. You must be mindful of this trait and learn to listen to constructive critiques rather than reject them as they will
help you to achieve the success you crave. You must avoid becoming oversensitive and defensive as this will prevent
you from reaching your goals.
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Your Profile suggests that you are someone who places high emphasis on connections and relationships. At work, you
do your best to support your colleagues and often help your staff or team in developing their strengths. You are also
resourceful and able to see the bigger picture of the project or task you're working on.

Your life centers on those around you. Due to your highly sociable nature, you constantly fear rejection. Nothing
frightens you more than losing the approval of your superiors, workmates or peers. Hence, most of what you do is all
about ensuring that others around you will always find you favourable.

You are charming and display dazzling personality that others find captivating. At work, you are popular with your
workmates and they enjoy spending time with you. You are also kind and often proactive in offering help and assistance
to those who need it. With your good nature persona, attracting and connecting with others at work would be an easy
job for you.

When it comes to your aspirations and goals, you are generally not too far behind. Despite the fact that your priority
centers on others, you do not need to be told what to do. You are very much capable of making your own decision,
especially when the situation requires you to make up your mind quickly on the spot. The approach you use in your
considerations are usually very practical but at times, can appear gullible if you allow others to influence you too much.

You understand those who around you  their weakness, strength and way of working. Hence, you have the ability to
connect the right person for the right task to ensure the intended outcome is met. A challenging work environment with a
lot of issues to solve proves to be a good platform to display your determination and effort. Hence, you are able to
approach an issue and advance on it with the right workaround.
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You may want to keep yourself in check so that you do become unconsciously manipulative in order to achieve your
goals. This usually manifests you overestimate your use and value to your peers. You may also have a tendency to
become overly sensitive and irritable when things do not go your way. This is partly due to your constant suppression of
your own needs in favour of that of your workmates.

Sometimes, you might put the needs of your workmates and superiors above you, and this unwavering compassion is
what causing you delays and missed datelines at work. You need to know your limit and understand that it is not
considered as selfish to think about yourself at times. When you are caught up in a race against time to finish a task,
you will start to panic and things will become chaotic.

When your work goes unnoticed or criticized for doing the wrong thing, there is a tendency for you to dwell on your
wounded pride. Too much stress can often manifest in the form of physical or verbal aggression due to constantly
repressed anger. There could also be a tendency for you to go on the offensive by becoming manipulative if you are
pushed into the corner. More often than not, you may find yourself becoming confused in the face of chaos.

You have the natural flair for assigning tasks to your team. You connect the right skills, the right mind and the right
expertise to the right task on hand. You fully know what your team is capable of achieving and will harness this
advantage through good teamwork and clever delegation. Under your direction, no one will feel undervalued or
overwork.

Typically, you tend to give as much leeway as possible when it comes to managing others and you don't make it a habit
to give directions. You believe in the ideals of powersharing, hence you are generally fine with allowing others to take
charge once in a while. Others are generally appreciative of you due to your genuine demeanour in terms of the welfare
of everyone in general. You are never far away when your subordinates or colleagues need a listening ear.
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You are a collaborative team player who helps bring together the right people and keep all systems running. When the
group has needs, you see to it that they are met, to everyone's satisfaction. Your presence increases morale and
productivity in the working envrironment. When managing a project you are highly adept at delegating work and authority
in an intelligent way. Additionally, you are not one to offload your own work onto others and are always willing to roll up
your sleeves and join in.

There are many instances where you may prefer jobs that are skewed towards a certain nature or function in a particular
industry. At times, this preference may be in line with your strengths and you could therefore make the most in your career
simply by doing what you do best. Often however, there is a mismatch between career interests and careers that you
could excel in. This section helps you understand your career interests and identifies careers that best fit your profile.

You are an independant, workcentric person. This means that you derive as much pleasure from completing the work
itself as you do from your dealings with colleagues and customers. You are a gifted communicator and collaborator
although you do not feel these are defining traits. You will be most satisfied at work when you dedicate your time to an
organization which has values that align with your own as the meaning of your work matters to you.

Your profile indicates that you are brilliant at carrying out given instructions or completing assigned tasks. What it also
suggests is that you do not peform well in working environments where the workload constantly changes or boundaries
are not set. Seek our routine, well defined job roles where you are not required to make decisions or clash with
colleagues  both of which events massively drain your working energy. Your skill lies in executing action plans rather
than designing them so choose action orientated roles if you wish to do your best work and fulfill your working potential.

In determining your career options, it is important that you consider both the industry that you work for as well as the day
today function that you perform in that role. You would find fulfillment in your career when you perform a function that fits in
well with your natural personality, while being in an industry that is of interest to you. In this section, reference is made to
your personality profile in determining the job titles that typically carry the responsibilities/functions that matches your
personality, as well as the industries that fits your profile.
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In no particular order of preference, some of the jobs, functions and industries that are suitable to your profile are listed below:
SUITABLE JOBS

TYPICAL FUNCTIONS

Event Manager

Typically involves arranging for venue, partnership development, and
negotiations for sponsorships.

Legal Mediator / Negotiator /
Arbitrator

Typically involves facilitating negotiations and conflict resolutions through
dialogue.

Public Relations Manager

Typically involves establishing and maintaining lines of communication between
an organisation and its publics.

Recruitment & Staffing

Typically involves interviewing candidates, matching them to needs of
businesses.

Travel Consultant

Typically involves providing information, advice and booking services for people
wishing to travel.

You are likely able to excel in your career if you pursued a role or function that is similar to one that is listed above, ideally
within any of the listed industries in the following table.
SUITABLE INDUSTRIES

Arts / Creative / Design

FMCG / Retail & Wholesale / Import and Export

Logistics & Supply Chain

Professional Services

Shipping/ Logistics/ Freight / Courier

Transportation

Note that you should not automatically discount any occupation just because it is not listed here. If you are in another occupation,
you may find that your unique approach is valued and rewarded and you are quite likely in a valuable leadership position. You may
well succeed and achieve satisfaction in that occupation if you can use your preferences productively and create a special role or
find a niche within that particular environment or with a group of colleagues you enjoy working with.

A business's growth and expansion depends heavily on supportive job functions in its daily operations. Your talent
seems to connect you to such functions or roles at work. Your ability to take on challenging work functions that stretch
across different departments is attributed to your strong grasps on specific and precise technical capabilities. You
support the growth potential of a business and you are efficient in doing so. You will find success if you know how to
harness your potential by supporting the right people within the organization.
Your superb delegation skill is integral in building your career success. You have the uncanny ability to connect the right
tasks to the right people in an organization. You can achieve the desired outcome by maximising the potential of your
team by getting them involved in the right task and responsibility. In doing so, you are also able to get the work done in a
timely manner, ensuring both shortterm and longterm goals are met. Hence you are an effective leader who knows
how to take time out in getting to know your followers. Personality wise, you can be friendly and generous in your daily
work conducts.
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Feb 3rd 2017  Feb 4th 2018

There will be many opportunities in store for you to help boost your professional endeavours and ambitions. As such, it
is important for you to keep a watchful eye on the prospects that are coming your way to derive the outcomes that you
desire the most, be it a business expansion or a career promotion. In this respect, you can certainly expect your efforts
and initiatives to be recognised and rewarded accordingly.
In times of need, you will be able to reach out to the help of those who are around you to resolve the issues at hand. It is
highly likely that your troubles will melt away painlessly without any repercussions to worry about.
For those who wish to set up a new business, this is the ideal time to do so as you are likely to find the potential to
leverage on the strengths and resources of other people. As such, partnership and joint venture are the two forms of
business that you may want to consider. Collaborations and teamwork will certainly get you far this year. In this respect,
relationship building is key for you to pave a smoother path in your pursuits.

You may need to watch out for potential tensions at your home front, which may involve issues pertaining to the finances
of the family and the ties between family members. You may feel stressed up to a certain extent, but do know that it
could be because you always feel that you have to be accountable for everyone in your family. Try not to be too intense
about this as the pressure will only build up and cause you to have less focus at work.
You should remember that you can always unburden yourself by letting loose with your family and letting them take over
for a while. Confide in them to receive not just their advice, but also their comfort. Do not be too hard on yourself,
otherwise you will find that you are deviating from your professional goals. Always reach out to others in your time of
need so that you are not alone to face the tides. Their support will help you improve and give you the confidence you
need.

You have positive connections in your life that may help start up new opportunities for you to push you forward in your
career endeavours. It is a mark of good luck in your life that your friends and loved ones are kind and honest people.
This good fortune carries into your workplace as well and you may find mentors and advisors who are keen to assist
you in your projects, providing sincere support and companionship.
Trust cannot continue to bloom if one does not take time and effort to enhance it. You have to be willing to be vulnerable
and open, asking for assistance whenever you need it instead of holding back out of pride. It will be vital to have trust
and honesty as the cornerstone of your relationships as these qualities will ensure that your bond with them will pass
the test of time. Continue to nurture your relationships by not taking them for granted.

Your profile indicates that you will have forged strong, genuine bonds with the people closest to you in your life. Their
positivity envelops you and gives you the confidence and motivation to move forward with your ambitions. Do not take
their love and patience for granted, as it is not every day that people can be blessed with such support and guidance
from those who truly love them. This positivity in your life will help you tremendously in your pursuits.
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At some point in your life, you may have entertained some thoughts about stepping out to pursue your own ventures. You
may have long desired to work for ownership, while having that flexibility of being your own boss. But is this a good time to
pursue your dream as an entrepreneur? Successful entrepreneurs share many traits in common. The next section lists
the top ten traits of successful business owners, and it measures your present mindset and mentality against these traits.
This would give you an indication of your potential to succeed as an entrepreneur.
N0

TRAITS

YOUR QUALITIES

SCORE

1

Focus

There will be no major 'distractions' for you this year. Therefore, you are likely
able to focus more on your business or career if you set your mind to it.

1

2

Commitment

You would be very meticulous about the decisions you make this year. Once
a decision is made, you would tenacious in your efforts and see it through to
its completion.

1

3

Selfcontrol

You would likely have the discipline to take the necessary steps to achieve
your goals and objectives this year. You are also not easily swayed away
from your course.

1

4

Proactiveness

You are driven to take a proactive approach to reach your goals, without the
need for anyone to give you instructions or that extra push to go forward.

1

5

Competitiveness You have the competitive spirit is in you this year. You would be very
motivated in your pursuits and will find all means to succeed.

1

6

Innovation

You may lack any fresh ideas to start something new this year, and will have
to rely on existing or conventional concepts to get things done.

0

7

Determination

You have a high level of selfdetermination this year. This would propel you
to make your endeavors a success.

1

8

People Skills

You have the ability to connect with people better this year. Subsequently,
this would have led to a higher chance of you influencing others in your
favor.

1

9

Risk Tolerance

Your risktolerance level is lower than usual, which would make you more
wary about taking any business/career risks this year.

0

10

Compulsion

You have a genuine interest in what you do, and you are likely to be more
compelled to make your own business or career a success.

1

YOUR SCORE

8

SCORES
BELOW 3:

Profiles of this nature may struggle as an entrepreneur. They are usually better off in an
environment where the business is already established, where structure and guidelines are
in place, and there is an existing system and business model that drives profitability. Starting
a new business from scratch may not be your forte at this juncture.

SCORES
FROM 4  7:

Profiles of this nature may encounter some hurdles as an entrepreneur. But if you are
equipped with the right support, knowledge, and skills, you may see some success,
particularly if the job function is right and the business is in the right industry. Starting a new
business can be considered, but success would largely depend on your ability to build a
strong network and choose the right business partners to work with.

SCORES
ABOVE 8:

Profiles of this caliber may find it easy and even natural to pursue their path as an
entrepreneur. They have the qualities to be successful in business, and success may very
much depend on the business concept, the chosen field, and the timing.
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Your objective in using this report should be to learn about yourself, and know what's best for you, so you are empowered
to make better decisions on your next career move. The more you understand your tendencies and characteristics, the
better you will be at maximising your full potential.
Understanding your personality is only the first step to a brighter future. Your personality profile dictates the way you
behave at work. The findings in this report could therefore be used as a guide to help you understand your behavioral
traits that could affect your overall work performance. While there are no 'right' or 'wrong' behaviors, there are certainly
qualities that you possess that will bring you far in your career. Know your strengths and use this to your advantage. At
the same time, be aware of your limitations and recognize that these as key areas of development for further self
improvement.
With reference to the career options presented in this report, you would have an indication of the nature of the job functions
and industries that would best fit your profile. The next question for you is to determine when to make your move.

The DRT system suggests that the likely periods that you may encounter a shift in your career would be in the years
2019 and 2022, particularly in the months of Feb, Aug or Nov. You would find that in these periods, you may encounter
stress and pressure at an unusual level that could lead to the thought of leaving your current employment. It is important
that you consider your opportunities wisely and avoid making any rash decisions during those periods.
Based on your profile, it would be favorable for you to consider a career change in the years: 2021 and 2024, in the
months of Jan, Apr or May. Moving at the right time may increase your chances to a more successful career.
Note that these predictions on periods are only derived from your personal astrology. A more detailed and accurate
selection of date and time will require a close study of daily/monthly astrology forecasts. If you need a precise date to
start a new job, please discuss your needs with our consultants.

Making reference to the present considerations and the suggested times to consider a career change in this report, you should be able to
determine if this is the right time to move, and what positions you should pursue in which industry. In the event however that you require any
additional information to support your career decisions, please see us for a onetoone Career Advisory session, which typically covers
questions like:

Disclaimer:
The purpose of this report is to help you broaden your understanding of yourself and to plan well for your future. This report is only one source of
information. When choosing a career or contemplating a career change, you must also consider your current abilities and skills, your lifestyle, work
and leisure interests, as well as your goals and objectives. You will also need information about specific tasks involved in different occupations and
career opportunities to make an informed decision. This report should never be used in isolation, but always in conjunction with both an interview
and a process whereby your career objectives are discussed with a skilled counselor or trained professional. As you review your report, remember
that managing your career is not a onetime decision but a series of decisions made over your lifetime.
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